Alessandro Gomez
• Ph.D. 1986, Mechanical Aerospace Engineering, Princeton
University
• At Yale University ever since, currently as a Professor in the
Department of Mechanical Engineering and Materials Science
• Academic career, with modest interaction with industry
• Interested in fundamental experimental studies on chemically
reacting flows
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Yale University
• Founded in 1701 (one of the oldest in USA)
• Highly ranked both in terms of education and research
• Small engineering faculty including several combustion
scientists (A. Gomez, M.B. Long, L. Pfefferle and M. D.
Smooke, and their collaborators)
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Recent “Success” Stories
Variations on the counterflow theme

• High-pressure sooting counterflow flames
– Used flames as highly controlled flow reactors
to probe structure with good spatial resolution
at pressures up to 3.2 MPa

• Turbulent counterflow flames
– Studied flames with healthy turbulence in a
compact configuration
– Established good benchmark for
computational studies
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Research Environment (a USA vantage point)

• Government funding

– More or less declining in the past ten years
• E.g. NSF, stable at 15% success rate; DOE declining
• Some success via Industry-Government R&D (e.g., SBIR program)

• Industry funding steadily declining
• Possible reasons:
–
–
–
–
–
–

technology considered mature
large perceived cost of incremental improvements
risk aversion
unwillingness of academia/government to focus on real industry challenges
high cost of experimentation for next gen systems
general challenges of supporting fossil-fueled energy in the face of global warming
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Research Needs
• Academia- emphasis on fundamental and timeless research
• Industry- combustion impact on components (e.g., temperatures,
heat fluxes, radiation incorporation, coupled flow-structure
interaction, dynamic coupling and response, durability)
• CFD- not a panacea, must always be anchored by experimental
validation
• Organized action (e.g., lobbying?) to persuade decision makers that
renewable energies will not supplant combustion in the next
several decades
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Industrial Combustion Research Needs
Experimental:
Cost-effective industrial scale diagnostics
(e.g., in-flame temperature, species, velocity)
Remote measurement of flare emissions
Fast & cost-effective measurements for real-time control
(e.g., flare & refinery fuel gas compositions)
Reliable flame detection for flameless combustion

Computational
Improved NOx models
Ability to predict thermo-acoustic instability
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Transcending boundaries

Combustion research needs for everyday life
The energy situation

BP Energy Outlook 2018

Kohse-Höinghaus, Panel Discussion, 37th International Combustion Symposium, Dublin 2018
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Transcending boundaries

My background and points-of-view
Ø Chemist, university professor at Bielefeld University
Ø Combustion chemistry and diagnostics
Ø Interdisciplinary collaboration (phys, chem, eng)
Ø International collaboration (EU, USA, China)
Ø Outreach (20 years hands-on school lab)
Ø Academic organizations (CI, IUPAC, academies, advisory boards)

Kohse-Höinghaus, Panel Discussion, 37th International Combustion Symposium, Dublin 2018
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Transcending boundaries

Everyday combustion needs and concerns
Power (scale, reliability, system dependency)
Transport (high-energy-density fuels)
Products (from glass to nanoparticles)
Infrastructure (buildings, rails, bridges,...)
Fire protection (cities and nature)

Climate change
Air pollution
Biodiversity loss
Health risks
Resource depletion

Unclear technical alternatives (not one possible pathway)
Time and investment for infrastructure changes
System costs (high- vs. low-tec solutions, retrofitting)
Innovation and funding: combustion is “not sexy”
Public confused by “experts” (declining STEM education)
Kohse-Höinghaus, Panel Discussion, 37th International Combustion Symposium, Dublin 2018
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Transcending boundaries

To do‘s for combustion+ research?
Ø Use our expertise – we have generic knowledge in many areas!
(molecules, synthesis, reactions, mechanisms, thermodynamics, diagnostics,
process technology, control, fluid dynamics, exascale computing, data mining, ...)
ØCombine this expertise with others, set standards:
Biotech: advise on fuels, energy carriers,
Energy and production: polygeneration, CO2 re-use, process integration, ...
Catalysis: combine combustion & aftertreatment, adapt to existing systems
Transport and urban planning: work for solutions and advise policymakers

ØSupport honoring research that makes a difference.
ØEducate students, reach out to schools and general public.
Kohse-Höinghaus, Panel Discussion, 37th International Combustion Symposium, Dublin 2018
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Transcending boundaries

Example: kkh in the air to Seoul Symposium
Flight attendant to kkh:
You seem to know quite a few people on this flight?
kkh:
Yes, we are all flying to our world congress on combustion.
Flight attendant:
What is combustion?
kkh:
It is what makes this aircraft fly?!
Kohse-Höinghaus, Panel Discussion, 37th International Combustion Symposium, Dublin 2018
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Engine Combustion Research: Overview
and Research Priorities
SAND2018-8169 C

Paul Miles
Manager – Engine Combustion Research
Sandia National Laboratories
Combustion Research Needs for Everyday Life
37th International Symposium on Combustion
Dublin, Ireland
July 31, 2018
SAND2018-8169 C
Sandia National Laboratories is a multimission laboratory managed and operated by National Technology and Engineering Solutions of Sandia LLC, a wholly
owned subsidiary of Honeywell International Inc. for the U.S. Department of Energy’s National Nuclear Security Administration under contract DE-NA0003525

Mission
Provide the combustion and emission knowledge-base
needed by industry to develop high-efficiency, clean
internal combustion engines adapted to future fuels
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The Sandia program has had significant impacts
on engine technology over the last 40 years
Energy crisis of the early 70s
Congress establishes DOE’s Tech
Transfer Initiative. Many CRADAs
with industry established over next
decade (e.g., GM, Ford, Caterpillar,
Cummins, ...)
DOE ECUT begins engine research.
Sandia led Advanced Engine
Light-duty engine
Combustion MOU – 21 industry
Heavy-duty diesel
working groups with
and national lab partners
working group
industry/ national labs
/universities
(DISC, DHC, Knock)

1975
Laser diagnostic
development and
application in
engines begins

1985
Alternative fuels
research begins
Introduction of
realistic optical
engines

1995
New conceptual model
developed and mixing
physics clarified for heavyduty diesel combustion
Conceptual model

Engine Combustion Network - Global
collaboration and leveraging
Industry
engages
CRF in WFOs

2005
Comprehensive
understanding of lightduty diesel combustion
developed

Retrospective study –
$70 billion return

2015

Conceptual model for
diesel-LTC developed

Flame lift-off

Combustion Research
Facility (CRF) opens to
researchers

Cummins develops
first computationally
designed engine
New understanding of
SI engine processes
developed (knock and
flame propagation)

High-efficiency, clean
Low- Temperature
Combustion (LTC)
research initiated

Pathway to full load range
gasoline LTC revealed

Combustion Research Computation
3
and Visualization (CRCV) opens

Electrification of transportation is a
desirable long-term goal for many sectors
• IC Engines are and will remain the environmentally
preferred propulsion technology for much of the
world beyond mid-century
• There will be several billion IC engines sold through
mid-century
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Barriers
What research is
needed to achieve
the full potential
of IC engines?
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Knock mitigation is key for SI technologies
Engine displacement scaled to 120 kW

• Hybridization and cylinder

deactivation will de-emphasize
low-load region —
emphasis on increasing
mid-to-high load efficiency

<10kW
@1500 rpm

• Knock mitigation remains critical
for increasing efficiency at midto-high loads
o Knock-resistant fuels
o Fast-burn combustion systems
 Understanding impacts of VVL/VVT on in-cylinder flows (tumble/turbulence &
scavenging / residual mixing)

o Controlled mixture distribution
o Surface temperature control
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Lean combustion technologies will also be
important
• Stabilization of lean, stratified SI combustion
o Key flow features causing cyclic variability
o Understanding of stabilizing flow/spray interactions
(effects of multiple injections)
o Strategies to reduce particulate

• Spark-assisted CI phasing control techniques
for HCCI-like combustion

o Fuel effects
o Fundamental understanding of impact of
boost/Tin/EGR etc., interactions with φ

• CI combustion phasing control using
mixture stratification →
synergies with SACI
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Enhanced ignition systems will be an enabler
for lean combustion technologies
• Plasma-assisted ignition systems

have potential to support multiple
combustion strategies using the
same hardware

 More robust ignition for ultra-lean or

high-EGR SI operation
 Improved tolerance to high flow
velocities
 Control and/or reduced intake
temperature requirements for inherently
low NOx/PM HCCI-like strategies

• Turbulent jet ignition systems have
a similar broad application range,
improving both lean and
stoichiometric combustion

Combustion phasing control and
intake temperature requirements
can be significantly impacted by O3
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Improved emissions will continue to be key
• Particulate/PAH emission control

will be key to future ICE acceptance
o GPFs increase residuals and backpressure, impacting FE through
knock & pumping losses
o PM dominated by cold-start
o Current modeling tools and understanding of fuel effects inadequate

Source:
Empa, ETH
(2017)

EU limit for benzopyrene is 1 ng/m3

• IC engines can be worse than
BEVs for photo-chemical
oxidation potential (POFP)

Source: J. Ind. Eco. 17: 53-64 (2013)

o Reduced engine-out NOx and HC
emissions will be essential
o Improved, low-temperature lean
NOx aftertreatment technologies
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Sprays and mixture formation are foundational to all
high-efficiency, low-emissions combustion strategies
• SI boosted engine knock & emissions
sensitive to mixture formation
• Sprays are key to cold-start soot/HC
emissions
• DI stratified fuel consumption and COV
highly sensitive to spray structure

Source: Scomak
AMR 2017

• Advanced strategies (e.g., Mazda’s SPCCI)
rely on precise control of mixture formation
• Improved modeling capabilities
will be essential →
especially multiphase
(enabled by ECN)

Sub-cooled

Collapse

Fuel 183:322–334 (2016)
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In-cylinder flow control also cross-cuts across
multiple technologies
• Key to fast-burn (high tumble) combustion
systems – need to understand impact of
VVT/VVL
• Reduced cyclic variability
o More robust ignition and flame kernel
growth in lean/dilute systems
o Mixture formation variability in stratified
systems

• Optimal scavenging and mixing of residuals
for improved:
o Knock control in boosted SI engines
o Auto-ignition control in HCCI-like system

Source: Daimler, THIESEL 2016
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Mixing is key for diesel efficiency improvement
• Shortening/advancing the heat release
rate is the mainstream strategy being
pursued by the US OEMs. Implementation
barriers include:

Volvo wave
piston

o Cavitation – erosion issues
o Maintaining high late-cycle mixing rates
(bowl shape effects)
o Optimized multiple injection approaches
[Understanding both physical & chemical
interactions between injection events]
o Maintaining or reducing NOx emissions
[Complex aftertreatment systems are
expected to incur an ~2% FE penalty]

Source: Dieselnet.com/news/2016/09sae.php
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Improved models will continue to be
essential for engine design and optimization
• Turbulence-chemistry interactions
– Predictions of ignition delay change by an order
of magnitude
– SI flame kernel can either extinguish or double
growth rate depending on conditions

• Two-phase flow and atomization models,
including cavitation-turbulence interactions
– Fuel dependent impact on spray structure,
impacting wall-wetting, emissions, and efficiency

• Ignition interactions for multiple injection events
• Improved soot formation models
(particle inception)
• Plasma-assisted ignition
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Science-based fuel surrogate formulation
• Realistic surrogate fuels enable
coupling of real fuel properties to
numerical engine optimization.
How much complexity is required?
• Approach matches target fuel
chemical structure as well as key
physical properties (cetane, density,
distillation…)
• Optical engine validation of in-cylinder
behavior, clarifying and separating PM
formation from oxidation, is a
necessary project component
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• Significant combustion-related
challenges remain to be addressed to
achieve the full potential of IC engines
• Engine technology is changing at an
unprecedented rate
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